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This era of technological advancement is leading the way in Artificial Intelligence (AI), which is 
revolutionizing several industries. AI integration has greatly hastened the advancement of the 
healthcare sector, offering numerous advantages and disproving preconceived notions1. This 
editorial explores AI’s dynamic role in the medical sciences and how it has changed patient care, 
diagnostics, and pandemic preparedness by clearing up myths and highlighting valuable 
applications. AI in computer science seeks to create intelligent machines capable of performing 
tasks requiring cognitive abilities similar to those of humans. Since its introduction 1956 at the 
Dartmouth Conference, it has become widely used in numerous industries2. Applying machine 
learning algorithms to large datasets is utilized in healthcare to improve patient diagnosis3, 
prognosis4, pharmaceutical discovery5, and other areas. 
 
Advancements in AI have significantly impacted the diagnosis and prognosis of patients. 
Surprisingly, Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN)--based AI systems have demonstrated 
classification accuracy comparable to dermatologists in cases of skin cancer5. Furthermore, AI 
models like those developed by Google have made it feasible to grade diabetic retinopathy 
automatically. These models have increased the accuracy of diagnoses and given 
ophthalmologists a valuable second opinion. AI is currently employed at a level never seen in 
drug research, with companies like Verge Genomics utilizing machine learning to analyze human 
genetic data. This approach facilitates locating potential drugs for neurological conditions, 
providing reasonably priced remedies for conditions such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Beyond diagnosis and treatment, AI is enhancing the patient 
experience. 
 
Its solutions that support clinical concerns, scheduling, prescription requests, and workflow 
enhancement in hospitals have been introduced by companies such as BotMD. This multifaceted 
strategy demonstrates the adaptability of AI in healthcare by meeting the demands of patients, 
clinicians, and administrators. With the COVID-19 outbreak, AI has become vital for anticipating 
and reducing the virus’s spread. Together, tech behemoths like Google and Apple developed a 
contact-tracing technology that used it to analyze data and forecast hotspots. Similarly, 
businesses like BlueDot use machine learning and natural language processing to analyze large 
datasets, travel data, and environmental elements to anticipate outbreaks6. 
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Despite the enormous promise of AI in healthcare, it is essential to dispel prevalent myths. 
Contrary to popular belief that it will eventually replace doctors, AI knowledge can benefit 
medical professionals and enhance their skills. There is also a misperception that using AI requires 
expertise in programming. For AI to be developed and used successfully in healthcare, doctors 
and data scientists must continue to work together. Acknowledging AI’s true potential while 
allaying unwarranted concerns as it continues transforming healthcare is critical. The future of 
healthcare will be shaped by integrating AI skills with medical expertise, which will unlock 
creative solutions and improve patient outcomes. Building morally-responsible, objective AI 
systems that enhance the rapidly changing field of medicine requires interdisciplinary 
cooperation. 
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